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Kiera Cassâ€™s #1 New York Times bestselling Selection series has captured the hearts of readers

from its very first page. Now the end of the journey is here. Prepare to be swept off your feet by The

Crownâ€”the eagerly awaited, wonderfully romantic fifth and final book in the Selection series.In The

Heir, a new era dawned in the world of The Selection. Twenty years have passed since America

Singer and Prince Maxon fell in love, and their daughter is the first princess to hold a Selection of

her own.Eadlyn didnâ€™t think she would find a real partner among the Selectionâ€™s thirty-five

suitors, let alone true love. But sometimes the heart has a way of surprising youâ€¦and now Eadlyn

must make a choice that feels more difficultâ€”and more importantâ€”than she ever expected.
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View larger      Which Suitor Should Eadlyn Pick in The Crown?   In The Heir, a new era dawned in

the world of The Selection. Twenty years have passed since America Singer and Prince Maxon

gave us the ship to sink all other ships, and their daughter, Eadlyn, is the first princess to hold a

Selection of her own.   Princess Eadlyn didnÃ¢Â€Â™t think she would find her true love among the

SelectionÃ¢Â€Â™s thirty-five suitors. But now she must make The Ultimate Choice (no pressure) in

The Crown.   Who do you think Princess Eadlyn will choose? LetÃ¢Â€Â™s dish on some of our



faves!   Kile Woodwork   *Total cutie, for sure. Has the Boy Next Door (or Boy In The Castle)

appeal.   *Talk about a fairy tale ending, too: marrying the person youÃ¢Â€Â™ve known since

childhood? It could be fate.   *Is it too easy, though? Do you think Princess Eadlyn would be

interested in more of a challenge? Only time will tell . . . .   Ean Cable   *He went in confident, which

you know Eadlyn respects. Weakness = nah.   *Definitely a stud, knows how to present himself.  

*Do Ean and Eadlyn have the Ã¢Â€ÂœitÃ¢Â€Â• factor? Not sure. He might be too cocky for her, and

we all know the spotlight belongs to the princess.   Henri Jaakoppi   *Every girl loves an accent.

Even a princess.   *HeÃ¢Â€Â™s totally into Eadlyn. He defended her from the wild crowds during

the parade, swatting away anything that tried to hit the princess. Talk about a knight in shining

armor! #chivarlyisnotdead   *But not gonna lie, the language barrier is an issue. If Princess Eadlyn

canÃ¢Â€Â™t speak openly with Henri, will they ever connect?   Hale Garner   *Totally charming,

totally poised, and comes from an elite family.   *Proving himself to Eadlyn every day is one of his

goalsÃ¢Â€Â”swoon! And knowing Princess Eadlyn, this is probably a good strategy, since

sheÃ¢Â€Â™s not one to enjoy complacency.   *Still, no one is that Is he really in this for Princess

Eadlyn, or is he after something else?   Holden Messenger   *HeÃ¢Â€Â™s sympathetic to the

pressure placed on Princess Eadlyn, which no one else really acknowledges.   *Super polite,

polished, and knows his manners  all qualities required for royalty.   *Is he super

memorable? IÃ¢Â€Â™m not sure. But he could be a quiet, solid support for the Princess.   Fox

Wesley   *Tan, blonde, handsome, and a good team player. WhatÃ¢Â€Â™s not to like?   *His

easygoing nature compliments Princess EadlynÃ¢Â€Â™s more, uhm, ardent behavior.   *Fox

retaliated against Burke, which was not a great show of his emotional control. But was it impressive

to the Princess that he stands up for himself? Or does he come across as a hothead?

SPOILERS AHEADI'm someone who LOVED The Selection series, and waited impatiently for each

book. And while many of my friends/family didn't care for Eadlyn and "The Heir," I loved it! I was

heavily rooting for one of the suitors (turns out to be the same one all of Illea was rooting for) loving

their fairy tale potential.Because I love romances where the hero/heroine don't like one another (or

as in this case, are openly hostile to one another!) and end up falling in love. And we were well on

our way down that path in the first book, with Kile getting kisses and attention and much more from

Eadlyn.Sadly, and I don't know why she did this or what Cass was hoping to accomplish, but it all

got blown to hell. After standing close to translator Erik (for useless character Henri that shouldn't

have been kept around as long as he was. So ridiculous to imagine that Eadlyn could marry a man

she literally couldn't even speak to), in a moment Eadlyn knows SOULMATES ARE REAL and



LOVE IS REAL and ERIK IS THE ONE.Just like that. Boom.Kile is totally out of the picture (because

Eadlyn loves him, but she doesn't love love him) and it felt forced and fake and like it was thrown in

as Cass's attempt at PLOT TWIST! It was poorly done and poorly executed and I find myself feeling

extremely frustrated and let down. Maybe it was supposed to be an obstacle? With Erik not being

part of the Selection? Which would be a dumb reason, because Kile had inherent obstacles and

issues built in with his background, family and desires for his future that could have created all sorts

of problems they would have had to conquer together.Another issue is that despite this being a

romance at heart, there's not actually any romance. At all. Eadlyn is juggling all her suitors, not

having any real or honest feelings for any of them (until that MOMENT with Erik, of course). It's very

unlike The Selection where America has to deal with her feelings for her old boyfriend and her

potential ones for Maxon. Only two suitors. Which gave us a chance for Maxon and America to fall

in love, and for us to see it.Eadlyn has dozens of potential beaus. As I began this book, it took me a

while to remember who was who and why she even liked them (except for Kile). Her attention was

spread too thin, and I found her falling in love totally unbelievable and forced and as I've mentioned

repeatedly, was very disappointing.If you liked "The Heir" and were rooting for Kile, I'd suggest not

reading this book and pretending it all turned out the way you wanted it to. I wish I had.

This was very rushed. I could see kiera writing this book and just wanting to get it over with. There

was really no love between any of the characters, and nothing really clicked. On a good note, I liked

the way she depicted maxons and americas personal life. There characters were more like them, as

in the hier they seemed different. I also liked the end, where maxon and edalyn talked to reassure

her. I think that kiera could have been more clear as to who edalyn loved, because it was VERY

unclear that she liked Erik. To me, I liked the fact that and hale and ean got a good life, but if kiera

was trying to give us shock, it didn't work. I waited a year for this book, and was pretty disappointed.

I would have been happy if you ended all this with the one. I'd rather have not get to know edalyn at

all, because this was a bad ending. I like Cass's books, don't get me wrong, but I was really hoping

for a good bang at the end of the book, but that didn't happen.

This book was atrocious. It was a literary nightmare and by the end my only question was how could

Kiera Cass's editor let her publish this. I pre-ordered this book months ago when I found the series

and finished it within a few days. When I began this book, I was a little confused since it picked up

right where it left off and books usually have some sort of sly way of making a recap. Some things

came back enough to understand the plot, but re-reading the other books wouldn't have made this



book any clearer. It's an absolute mess and doesn't even feel like it belongs in series. The writing

itself was juvenile and underdeveloped. By the middle, I was absolutely livid that I spent money on

this lazy work. The plot was rushed and a villain was included for no reason. It was a awful pick for a

villain, too, and undermines work done in the previous books. Every plot point, scene and situation

was unbelievably and irritably rushed. This would not qualify as a proper 'end' since the last few

pages create a situation that would warrant another book based on everything explained about this

fictional universe. That said, another book could not even fix the mess that this book was. It was just

SO lazy. Lazy writing, lazy development, lazy plot points, and just a lazy attempt to get this book out

and the series over.*spoilers*While I have to say I was rooting for Kile, I would have been satisfied

with anyone whose development would make sense, but that didn't happen. Erik always made

sense as an option, but the way Kiera Cass pursued this left me absolutely unsatisfied. Erik, as

written previously, could have been a love interest, but there was nothing ever suggesting they were

more than friends. Little hints could have been sprinkled, but there wasn't. The reader makes all the

work and predictions for them to be together, because it's an obvious route. They didn't have

romantic or sexual tension, but instictively it's obvious that someone not in the selection could have

been a possibility. Yet this also meant the reality of the couple was very much tied with the way this

book would set it up. It should have been a concrete hint from the absolute get go. Instead, there

was a lot more development with Kile culminating to a confession that they liked each other. At this

point, it seemed obviously to me that it was OK they weren't in love. It was far too early for that and

Edalyn isn't the type of character to suddenly change. She's more of a grows over time type....or so

I thought. about 3/4ths into the book, she suddenly decides she's in love with Erik and always has

been (WHAT?????). She doesn't just like him, she LOVES him. They kiss and then shortly after she

chooses to marry him. (They kind of were one in the same revelations.) Does anyone else see how

lazy that is? She has this touching raw moment with Kile and built up moments spanning the

previous book and half of this one and then bam all of a sudden it's Erik and it's always been Erik.

WTF There isn't even resolution on how the country will react to this or the political upheaval that

has been the focus of the main plot of this book. Don't even get me started on Marid. I want to be

clear I am not mad Erik was picked, I mad at the way he was picked. He was an obvious option but

it was badly done. No build up or growth. Not even much character development. Kile was my first

choice because I felt he had more chemistry and made more sense. I loved Henri more than Kile

actually, but for Edalyn, Kile was that perfect other half. I could see him as King, but I can't see Erik

being at all capable of royalty. It wasn't built into his character. There was no set up for him to be a

successful pick and it is frustrating that there was all this groundwork lent to Kile's success but Erik



just gets a fifth of a book to kiss and marry. Most of the end was filled with a dialogue between

Edalyn and her dad so the couple truly didn't get much time to grow or anything.I have so many

negative feelings about this book, and I really liked the previous ones. It feels so disappointing and

leaves me a as a former fan. I don't want to admit to people I use to like this series, because this

book was just so badly done. Kiera Cass got so lazy, and I never want to give her my money again.

She had one job, and she couldn't even do it right or decent.
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